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Paranormal or Not?

Spring officially started on March 20th and we sure hope that is a sign of warmer weather.

TnT Paranormal Asks

We have a lot to look forward to in April from taxes (yuck!) to Easter. In April we are going to
a TAPS event at the Rialto, attending a lecture on demonology, and conducting some

Paranormal Talk

investigations and new member training.

Ask TnT Paranormal

This past month we hosted another program from the Paranormal Lecture Series at the

Upcoming Events

Crete Park District. They hosted the Paranormal 101 program and had a great turnout. We
will be back in the fall for the 102 program. If you haven’t already you can check out our
2014 Paranormal Lecture Series on our website at:

At TnT Paranormal
Investigators LLC our primary
mission is to help the client
with their paranormal
concerns. We research the
background of the property,
gather data during an onsite
investigation, review that data
to determine if any paranormal
data was captured, and
provide the client with a report
of our findings. We also use
this time to educate our clients
on the paranormal field and
helping to ease their fears.

http://www.tntparanormal.com/events.htm.
We also hosted our first “Investigate with TnT Paranormal” Event for 2014 at the Coronado
Theatre in Rockford on March 15th. We had a great turnout for the event. We are currently
in data review and hope to have some data to back up personal experiences we had.
As mentioned in previous issues, we have one more “Investigate with TnT Paranormal”
event that we will be hosting this spring at Midway Village. These events are the perfect for
the novice paranormal investigator who wants to be able to investigate but may not have the
means to do it otherwise. Are you brave enough to come along with us and see if these
locations are haunted? If so, see pages 15 and 16 of this newsletter or our website
(http://www.tntparanormal.com/events.htm) for details on how to attend.
We have a lot of interesting articles in this months issue on The Witching Hour, Rolling Hills
Asylum, Natural EM Meter, and an interview with author Dane Ladwig. If you are a budding

We would love to assist you
with your paranormal needs. If
you would like to know more
about our services, ask us
questions, or to request an
investigation please go to
www.tntparanormal.com.

author, or even an experienced one and would love to have your article in our newsletter,
please let us know.
We are always on the lookout for new cases and places to investigate, so please keep us in
mind if you hear of anything. That’s all for this issue but not all, by any means, for us and
what we are up to. To learn more go to our website (www.tntparanormal.com), check us out
on FaceBook (https://www.facebook.com/#!/home.php?sk=group_146712678732927&ap=1)
and https://www.facebook.com/TnTParanormalInvestigators, or Twitter (@TnTParanormal).
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Paranormal “U”
Devil’s Toy Box
By Mark Yount, TnT Paranormal Investigators LLC

The devil’s toy box is a six sided cube made of mirrors (the same size) that are faced inward towards each other. The idea is that when
refracting waves back on itself, the waves are slowed down into an infinite loop. If you hold up one mirror to another you will experience infinite
reflections until they become so dark you can no longer detect them. In the Devil’s Tool Box, we are taking six mirrors and bouncing the waves in
six directions which in theory boost the reception to a different wave length. People have used the box to ask questions. Allegedly some have
received answers to those questions when a speaker that emits EMF sound is hooked up. There have also been claims of growling and snarling
coming from the box.

There are people that say to stay away from mirrors in the paranormal world; as they are supposed to open portals from our world to theirs.
Others, like Wiccans, use the box to catch and remove negative spirits. The hoodoo religion calls the devil’s toy box a mirror box. It is used for
cursing someone. It is believed that all energy the person puts out will be reflected back to them.
Paranormal groups, such as Ghostland Tennessee, have used the box to “capture” entities for clients and then blowing the box up to “destroy”
what they captured. Animal Planet aired an episode where the group “captured” and “destroyed” the entity.
In an episode of Coast to Coast aired on Feb 28, 2012, Joshua P. Warren, well known researcher of the devil’s toolbox, was a guest. During the
episode, he constructed a box to demonstrate its effectiveness. He captured noises emanating from the box using a suction cup microphone.
Static, thumping, and muffled voices were heard on the recording he played for the audience. He also held the devil's toy box up to Raymond
Moody's psychomanteum mirror, and a buzzing, hissing sound was heard which suggested to him that certain objects have an energy field
around them that the toy box is sensitive to.

Though over the centuries there have been tons of stories, legends and folklore surrounding mirrors and the supernatural and they've often been
viewed by some as "portals" to other dimensions. And over the years many people have equated mirrors with having some sort of "supernatural"
or "paranormal" ability giving them the "power" to possibly give us the ability to see into the future, trap the dead, release so called "demons" and
so forth. It was even said at one time that mirrors should be turned to face the wall after a person has died because if left facing the deceased
person their soul would become lost.
Many investigators refuse to create the devil’s toy box because of its “ability” to open the portal between dimensions and there is no guarantee of
what might come through. Others, that have claimed to use the box, have described it as a Ouija board times ten.
Because the device is relatively new to the paranormal, excluding Wicca and Hoodoo, there is very little information beyond the claims by
Joshua P. Warren. Most experiments have resulted in nothing happening.
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Name this Haunted Location
Do you know the name of this haunted location? Email us with your guess at info@tntparanormal.com.

Last months Name this Haunted
Location was East Martello Fort in
Key West.

Ask TnT Paranormal
The following question(s) was/were submitted by our readers, by our online subscribers, or at events.
What does a red colored orb mean?
Paranormal investigators have been documenting investigations for years. Many have tirelessly researched and tested theories to find out
what the strange light anomalies known as “orbs” are that keep showing up in photographs. There are many causes for “orbs” in photographs.
Most orbs are just dust, mold, pollen or bugs that happen to be captured in the frame at the time the picture is taken.
There are two different explanations for a red colored orb. Some of those who believe that the orb is paranormal/spiritual in nature report a red
colored orb to be indicative of the type of energy the spirit holds. Red can mean lots of things (all up for interpretation) including: strong willed,
angry, stressed or even creative. Those who do not believe the orb is paranormal/spiritual in nature have found that pollen spores will show up
as varying shades of red in photos.
TnT Paranormal Investigators tend to believe that 99.9% of the “orbs” are either dust or bugs. We call those round spots “light anomalies” if we
feel they are paranormal in nature. A light anomaly should give off its own light and not be transparent. Of course, this is always open for
interpretation and research.
Source for colored orbs with Spiritual meaning: http://paranormalphotos.tripod.com/id140.html
Source for colored orbs with scientific meaning : https://sites.google.com/site/smalltownparanormalfamily/hot-news1/theory3orbsclassifyingorbsdebunkingorbsandtheactualtheory-1 and International Parapsychology Research Foundation.
- Kerri Spillers, Investigator
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TnT Paranormal Asks Darrell Boyd
Darrell is 40 years old who enjoys the outdoors and the constant learning of something new almost on a daily basis. He enjoys spending time
with family and plays bass guitar along with a passion for animals and has in the past taught exotic reptile education. Paranormal has been an
interest for Darrell since the age of 9 years old.

1)

Tell our readers a little bit about you and the role you serve in the field of the paranormal?
My name is Darrell Boyd , I am the founder of Seeking Shadows Paranormal. I founded SSP after years of unanswered paranormal activity
that couldn't be explained and after hearing of accounts that others had shared that matched my own experiences.

2)

How long have you been interested in the paranormal and what sparked that interest?
My interests in the paranormal started about 30 years ago when I was in grammar school and one night working on a report for school and
footsteps were heard coming into my room across the hard wood flooring of the 200 year old home we lived in . When I turned around, no
one was there but I distinctly recall our cat which was lying at the foot on my bed arched and staring at the doorway and then taking off as if
something had spooked him. Clearly as only being about 10 years old I quickly followed suit and left the room and refused to go back into
the room until after my parents arrived home. In the same house I recall awaking one morning to my bed shaking for no reasoning
whatsoever. These incidents are what lead my life long search to the unknown to continue even after many years and numerous other
experiences throughout those years which ultimately lead to the formation of Seeking Shadows Paranormal with the intentions of helping
those who had unanswered questions as I had had for so long.

3)

What makes you and/or your team different from others in the field?
I would have to say what makes Seeking Shadows Paranormal different than possibly other groups out there in the field is we do not
consider ourselves experts , this field is constantly evolving and new things are constantly being discovered . As with any science related
field you have to be willing to learn every day and adapt to that which changes around you.

4)

What do you believe is the most common mistake paranormal investigators make? How can they correct that mistake?
I believe that the most common mistake that paranormal investigators can make is the fact of not thinking enough outside of the box and
going the extra distance to disprove claims or even experiences that occur while investigating. As being an investigator now for a few years
I constantly am amazed as to how many times things can actually be explained as naturally and not paranormal. In this field it's not always
about proving the existence but also being creditable and being able to go to the client and show why something is not haunted and
explaining to them in detail how things that are natural can be perceived as such.

5)

In your career in the paranormal have you ever had someone bring up a phenomenon or unusual experience that you had never
heard of before?
Many times things come across our desk that can be labeled as not heard before. Some is attributed to the same number of case files
where people are looking for attention and fabricate activity which 99% of the time in those cases we don't even investigate if the claims
and/or clients are not creditable when initially interviewed. But on occasion we do get reliable cases where some claims of things totally
mystify our investigators as to something we've never encountered previously. As I said earlier, in this field you are constantly evolving and
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TnT Paranormal Asks Darrell Boyd
everyday can present something new. You either have to role with the changes or you find yourself sitting alongside the road watching the
field go by per se.

6)

Any advice for a new investigator getting into the field of the paranormal?
My advice to anyone new to the field would be, always approach each day willing to learn, because the day you stop learning is the day you
might as well hang up your EMF detector and digital recorder and let someone else do your job.

7)

What do you believe is the best tool a paranormal investigator can use during an investigation?
I feel the best tool an investigator can have is their self. By this I mean to really be in the field you have to have a certain mindset and
patience. Not everyone is cut out to be an investigator and being such takes dedication and commitment to one's self. Once one has the
basics of being an investigator down pat then the basics of equipment can be brought into play as in a digital recorder, EMF detectors, and
cameras and so on, but first and foremost one must train their mind.

8)

What is your favorite place/location to investigate?
Personally, my favorite places to investigate would have to be private residences. I always feel more accomplished at my job as an
investigator knowing I can bring peace of mind to a homeowner and their family when they have unanswered questions when they first
contact us.

9)

Have you ever had a paranormal experience that “changed” you in some way? Either for the positive or the negative.
If I had to pick one paranormal experience that I believe has changed me either for the better or worse, I would have to go more towards
the better. That experience would be the one from when I was 10 years old that I previously described earlier in the interview.

10) How can our readers contact you to learn more about you and the work you do in the field of the paranormal?
I can be contacted through our website at www.seekingshadowsparanormal.com . click on the button for contact us and my email of
dboyd@seekingshadowsparanormal .com is listed there.

We at TnT Paranormal Investigators LLC want to thank Darrell Boyd for the interview. We are honored to call him our colleague and
friend.
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From the Paranormal Store
Paranormal Technology: Understanding the Science of Ghost Hunting
Paranormal Technology is the first book to provide a scientific method for ghost hunting, which includes indepth explanations of what the collected data means. Paranormal Technology offers new techniques,
answers questions, and provides experiments, which will help bridge the gap between the paranormal and
science. Written in everyday language, it offers keen insights into the nature of paranormal phenomena, the
protocols required for collecting evidence that will stand up to scientific scrutiny, and the possible theories
that may explain the source of "Ghosts". Currently employed test equipment is examined and proper use is
covered in great detail. Paranormal Technology is an indispensable aid to any scientific researcher or ghost
hunting group, whether you are a beginner, or with many years of experience. This book is not a means to
an end, but rather, an invitation to a fresh beginning.
Author: David M. Rountree
ISBN-10: 1450253563
ISBN-13: 978-1450253567
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Famous Haunts
Pollak Hospital (Bartonsville, IL)
Website: http://thehauntedinfirmary.org

Pollak Hospital, part of Peoria State Hospital, is located in Bartonville, IL and in 1899; construction began for the hospital and opened three
years later in 1902. The 17 building hospital was only open for 71 years but in that time period, the hospital had grown in size ending with 65
buildings in total.
While opened, the hospital’s superintendent, Dr. Zeller, made many improvements to the building. He removed all restraints of the rooms,
removing bars from the windows and doors and created a new and non-painful therapy technique, such as light, water and color therapy. Dr.
Zeller believed in gentle treatment tactics such as having women take care of the patients who were deemed incurably insane due to their soft
nature. Zeller believed that no one was incurable. This practice wasn’t accepted within the medical field right away but was quickly accepted
after seeing the therapy’s success.
Some of the claims that go on in the Pollak Hospital are that in the women’s ward, male investigators tend to get touched in their private parts.
In the basement, investigators can find a heavy 85-pound door slamming, shadows walking around, experience emotional breakdowns, have
uncontrollable coughing, and some mysterious battery draining. If you find yourself outside in the graveyard near the Bookbinder tree, you
could possibly hear a loud wailing, believed to be Bookbinder, a patient who worked with the burial crew, himself.

TnT Paranormal Investigators went there themselves on their Paravan trip in July 2013. If you would like to visit the Pollak Hospital yourself,
you can visit them at their website, http://thehauntedinfirmary.org/ or email them at pollakhospitalpsh@gmail.com. They offer haunted tours
and opportunities to investigate yourself!
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Tools of the Trade
How to Shield a Motion Detector
Tutorial Series
By Bill Krempp, TnT Paranormal Investigators LLC

A motion detector is a useful tool for an investigation but is prone to false triggers from walkie talkies due to the fact that there is little to no RF
shielding. Some of the Motion Detectors that TnT Paranormal uses are the inexpensive Passive IR units sold by many resellers to include
Harbor Freight (model #95275) which have a list price of around $10 each. All the units we have are now shielded and false triggers have
dropped to almost (but not quite) zero. It will take about 20 minutes and is fairly simple for the technically challenged folks out there 

Step 1. Gather items needed: Motion Detector (Figure 1) , Aluminum Foil Tape (Figure 2), Utility knife, Scissors, Small Phillips screwdriver,
and a rounded object (pen cap?) for smoothing foil.

Figure 1: Motion Detector

Figure 2: Aluminum Foil Tape

Step 2: Disassembly: Remove the battery cover and 3 screws to separate case. Next remove the screw holding the LED to free the circuit
board.

(Figures 3 and 4)

Figure 3: Remove Screws
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Step 3: Shield back case. With the circuit board flipped out of the way, cut a strip of foil tape (leave the back on while rough cutting) to cover
the back of the battery case. Remove the backing and adhere from the middle working to either end while making sure it is NOT touching the
metal power tabs. Trim around circuit board mounting pads and remove foil from that area per photo. (Figures 5 and 6)

Figure 5: Move Circuit Board

Figure 6: Use Foil to Cover Battery Case

Step 4: Shield front case. Remove the Passive IR Sensor (PIR) lens (Figure 7), and pre-cut several strip of foil tape with holes and/or slots for
the obstructions. Once all 4 main foil segments are installed, use the leftover foil scraps the fill in missing areas and trim and smooth the foil tape
(Figure 8). Do not cover up the switch hole on the bottom of the unit.

Figure 7: Remove the Passive IR Sensor (PIR) lens
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How to Shield a Motion Detector

Step 5: Reassembly. The hard part is over now. Reinstall the PIR lens, the LED in the back case, and position the circuit board into the front
case making sure the small protruding light sensor seats into it’s round window and the switch thru it’s hole in the bottom (Figure 9). Now, align
the top tab and snap together front/back cases and the 3 screws and battery cover. You’re done!!

Figure 9: Reassembly

Seeking Team Members and
Consultants

Paranormal or Not?
Answer from the previous issue:

We are seeking team members for the following positions: Part-Time
Investigator, Researcher, Case Manager and Data Reviewer. All
members are volunteers and must be 18 years of age or older. No
member receives any compensation for their participation. All team
members are required to meet certain obligations to the team. If you
are serious about paranormal investigation and research and we
sound like a team you would like to pursue a membership with go to
http://www.tntparanormal.com/membership to learn more.

We are also looking for professionals from various fields to act as
consultants on cases, such as: pharmacists, meteorologists, clergy,
shaman, historians, and people in the medical field. If you are in one
The picture above was taken at East Martello Fort in Key

of these fields and would like to assist a paranormal team please

West while on the ghost tour. It could be a bug. We can’t

email us at info@tntparanormal.com .

say for sure.
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Sneak Peek
In the next issue of Bumps in the Night!!!:
• Paranormal “U” - History of the Paranormal
• Famous Haunts – USS North Carolina
• Tools of the Trade – Compare analog vs IP cameras

We have TnT Paranormal t-shirts for sale.
Contact us at info@tntparanormal.com to learn
more. Place your order today!

Contact Us
You can use any of the following mechanisms to contact us:
Contact Us Form: http://www.tntparanormal.com/contactus.htm
Event Request Form: http://www.tntparanormal.com/event-request
Email: info@tntparanormal.com
Social Media:
Website: http://www.tntparanormal.com/
Twitter: @TnTParanormal (https://twitter.com/TnTParanormal)
FB Group: https://www.facebook.com/groups/146712678732927/
FB Team Page:
https://www.facebook.com/home.php#!/TnTParanormalInvestigators
Snail Mail Address:
TnT Paranormal Investigators LLC
PO Box 87401
Carol Stream, IL 60188-7401
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Paranormal Talk with Rev. Kathy
Human Energy Systems
Part 4
Contributed By Rev. Kathy Houck, Independent Paranormal Investigations Research Consultant

Psychokinesis

This month concludes our four part series on Human Energy Systems. To wrap up I wanted to touch base once again on where we began to
bring this series full circle, with psychokinesis (otherwise referred to as PK). I covered relatively thoroughly the effects of human energy on
electricity (lighting specifically) as well as other small electrical gadgets like computers and cell phones etcetera. What about solid matter though?
As I briefly mentioned previously in January’s article, “Understanding the energy that the human body retains and is capable of is a difficult thing
to fathom. Unlike a shining star, we are formed into solid substances of bone, tissue and water. Still, these very tangible physical aspects are at
the molecular level, energy. Even inanimate objects (mass) are made of energy. Everything everywhere is energy.”

With PK though, things move without any physical prompting or outside interference. Or, so it seems. Without physical touch, a chair moves
several inches across the floor. A candle slides from a mantle and drops, slamming to the ground. A photo of grandma flies off the wall and
across the room. Most people think the logical explanation would be that there’s a ghost in the house. There are times when that just may be
true, but in the majority of incidents the responsible party is a living, breathing human being that never touched the item physically. The Merriam
Webster Dictionary defines PK as: movement of physical objects by the mind without use of physical means. How is this possible though?
When a human’s energy system is off balance, the effect can release psychokinetic energy. Some of the topics covered in this series are
electronics (or the human psychic magnetic field), chakra systems and auras. If any of these systems are out of whack for any reason the result
is energy in chaos. Energy has a circuitry system that connects to that around it. Chaotic energy emanating from a person (we will describe as an
‘agent’) can have tumultuous effects on a home and its other occupants, because the circuit is in essence directed everywhere by the agent
instead of a single connecting point. Often when an agent realizes they are responsible for things moving around randomly, the activity subsides
or ceases altogether.

There are some symptomatic indicators for agents of PK. Hormonal changes in a person can trigger PK activity. Teenagers coming of age,
women of menopausal age, and middle aged men suffering low testosterone are the highest of the population at risk for being an agent of PK
activity. Also included would be those with endocrine system illnesses such as diabetes, hypoglycemia, thyroid disease (any thyroid disease,
whether levels are high or low), growth hormone deficiency, Cushing ’s syndrome and the list goes on. If endocrine (hormone) related changes
are present in someone in the home, it’s a very likely thing that PK is the cause.
So, what is an agent to do if they are suspected of being the cause of strange activity in the home? First, don’t panic and know you aren’t alone.
You aren’t the first to experience such things, nor will you be the last. Know that this is real. It has a definitive scientific explanation and you are
not a freak. Second, don’t be afraid. Knowing you are an agent of PK has definite advantages, such as the fact that PK is a psychic effect on your
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Human Energy Systems – Part 4
environment. There are triggers that, once learned can be red flags for one ’s self to backtrack and relax. Remember I mentioned PK is chaotic
energy. If you are feeling in chaos, experiencing bouts of rage, rapid mood swings, any sort of heightened emotion then know it’s time to relax.
A warm bath or cup of hot tea, a few moments of quiet meditation with recordings of nature’s sounds or soft drumming, even walking barefoot
in the grass for a few minutes, can bring one back to focus.
Also it’s always a good thing to do your homework. Research on the subject of psychokinetic energy can alleviate fears, help one to gain hold
of and even develop their psychic gifts should they choose to. (Note; I again said psychic gifts.) Libraries and internet sites carry a plethora of
information at the ready and the human mind should always strive to achieve over matter. You have a responsibility to yourself to know and
understand the amazing body and mind that uniquely belongs to you.

What’s on Your Mind

Time Syncing
by Melissa Tanner, TnT Paranormal Investigators LLC

A technique used by TnT Paranormal to prepare for an investigation is to synchronize (aka sync) the time clocks for all camera (handheld and
digital), digital voice recorders (aka digis), and the DVR camera system. We started using this technique when we started having issues during
review locating an exact point within a data file on another piece of equipment using data from the first piece of equipment. We call that
process, Cross Referencing, which means checking more than one device to see if the data was picked up on one, showed up on another
and/or provides an explanation of what was going on at the time. Look for a future article on the Cross Reference topic.

You might ask, why do that? Why Cross Reference data? Well, it is just one more way for us to try and debunk data captured and do our total
due diligence. If you look at two devices and one shows a whisper that sounds paranormal, but the other one shows a team member
whispering then you throw it out.
The syncing of times on equipment is critical in making the Cross Reference technique a tool you can use. Otherwise you’ll have to spend
countless minutes (or even hours) searching for that exact spot.
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Time Syncing

Anyway, back to time syncing, this technique is really a three-step technique. The first step is to take a watch and check the date/time, and if
necessary reset the date/time, on each piece of equipment that has a built-in time clock. Using the same watch is key so that they all are set to
the same time. It is even better if that watch is the one that an investigator will be wearing during the investigation. This step should occur
before being on site for the investigation to save time and not cut into investigation time. However, you don’t want to do it more than 24 hours
before an investigation. Some devices lose time naturally as the batteries wear down, so if you set the date/time to soon it will be for nought.

The second step will occur on site at the investigation and that is to start all equipment of like types at the same time. So start all of the digis at
the same time, all of the handheld cameras at the same time, etc. If possible start everything at the same time, but that is a lofty goal and may
not be doable (for several reasons). By starting them all at the same time they will all be in sync and for the most part be of the same length
and the time stamps. There are some other factors that can cause the times to not be 100%, but this technique allows you to get as close as
you can get.

The third step we do is to start a stop watch with the recorders. The stop watch becomes the control time for the recorders and the time on it
will be noted if any digital recorders need to be restarted for any reason. So for instance if all digital recorders are started at 00:00:00 and then
at 01:23:45 the digital recorder called #1 needed to be restarted, that time is recorder in the log for future use. FYI: Some smart phones, like
iPhone, have a stop watch app which means one less tool to have to buy and maintain.

This technique might seem like an unnecessary or minimal impact technique, but we would have to disagree. Trust us when we say this
technique has assisted us several times during evidence reviews, not only in time savings, effort, and frustration. Thus, helping us locate
additional data that either supporting the initial finding and/or debunked it. This in turn gave us confidence in what we were or were not
presenting as potential evidence of paranormal to a client. This technique is well worth the effort it takes to execute.

Services
Chakras
Chakra Balancing

$25.00

Chakras & Reiki
Chakra Balancing with Reiki (15 min. healing)
Chakra Balancing with Reiki (30 min. healing)
Chakra Balancing with Reiki (45 min. healing)

$45.00
$65.00
$85.00

Reiki/Hands On Healing
Reiki Healing (15 min.)
Reiki Healing (30 min.)
Reiki Healing (45 min.)

$30.00
$50.00
$70.00

All services include a 10-15 minute consultation
Travel services available; call or email for details

To learn more go to: http://tannersenergywellness.com/home.html
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Other Upcoming
Paranormal Events

Course: Paranormal 101

Disclaimer: If it has to do with the paranormal and crowds we'll list

Sep11 at 7P - Cary Area Public Library

it here. This list includes Ghost, UFO, and Cryptozoology
conferences. We are not associated in any way with any event

Course: Paranormal 102
Oct 16 at 7P - Glen Ellyn Public Library

listed and we cannot guarantee any information provided, please

Oct 30 at 7P - Lockport Public Library

check with the representing website (and call the promoter if

Nov 7 at 7P - Crete Park District

possible) to gather full information.

Course: Paranormal 103

April 2014

Sep 18 at 7P – Lemont Public Library

Event: Paranormal Tour of the Historic Barnes Mansion
Date(s): 12

Course: Paranormal 104

City, ST: Rockford, IL (Location: Barnes Mansion, 813 North Main

Oct 23 at 7P - Franklin Park Public Library

Street Rockford, Illinois 61103)
Course: Paranormal 105

Website: http://www.hauntedrockford.com/our_events

May 29 at 7P - Westmont Public Library
Aug 21 at 7P – Glendale Heights Public Library

Event: Phenomacon

Aug 28 at 7P – Aurora Public Library

Date(s): 10 to 13

Sep12 at 7P - Frankfort Park District

City, ST: Gettysburg, PA

Oct 9 at 7P - Cary Area Public Library

Website: http://phenomaconcentral.com/

Oct 25 @1P - New Lenox Public Library
Nov 8 at 1P – Crest Hill Public Library

Event: 3rd Annual Oregon Ghost Conference
Date(s): 11 to 13

Course: Paranormal 120 (fee associated with event)

City, ST: Oregon City, OR (Location: Pioneer Community Center)

May 16 at 7P - Arlington Heights Historical Museum Public

Website:

Reveal from our investigation. To sign up go to:

https://www.facebook.com/events/530947373667249/?ref=22

http://events.constantcontact.com/register/event?llr=pjae4x
cab&oeidk=a07e8t9lmqu45affc84

Event: Investigate with Syfy’s Ghost Hunters and Chip Coffey
Date(s): 11 to 14

Investigate with TnT Paranormal Event: (fee associated with event)

City, ST: Estes Park, CO (Location: Stanley Hotel)

May 10 at Midway Village (see ad on Page 6)

Website: http://www.beyondrealityevents.com/stanley/

Fundraiser: Heartland Animal Shelter in Northbrook:

Event: The Legacy Paranormal Conference

Oct 11 at 5PM. More details to follow.

Date(s): 12
City, ST: Lebanon, TN (Location: Legacy)

Unless otherwise noted all of the above events are FREE to the public. We
are adding new events all the time, so please keep checking the updated

Website: https://squareup.com/market/stones-river-

list: http://www.tntparanormal.com/events.htm

paranormal/the-legacy-paranormal-conference

www.tntparanormal.com
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April 2014 (continued)

May 2014 (continued)

Event: Saint Mary’s ParaCon 2014

Event: Investigate with Steve, Adam, Amy, John, Josh, and Chip

Date(s): 18 to 20

Date(s): 16 and 17 (Sold Out)

City, ST: Virginia City, NV

City, ST:

Website: http://www.saintmarysparacon.com/

Website: http://idealeventmanage.com/idealevents.html

Event: The Paranormal Experience

Event: Granbury Paranormal Expo

Date(s): 25

Date(s): 17

City, ST: Zion, IL (Location: Illinois Beach Resort)

City, ST: Granbury, TX

Website: http://www.ilresorts.com

Website:

Mansfield, OH (Location: Ohio State Reformatory)

http://www.granburyparanormalexpo.com/Pages/default.aspx
Event: VA ParaQuest 2014
Date(s): 26

Event:

2014 Paranormal Unity Summit

City, ST: Bedford, WA

Date(s): 17

Website: http://vaparaquest.com/Home_Page.html

City, ST: Havana, IL (Location: Havana's Riverfront Park

Event: Ohio Bigfoot Conference

Event: Aerial Phenomena: Never Stop Believing

Date(s): 26

Date(s): 16 and 17

City, ST: Cambridge, OH (Location: Salt Fork State Park)

City, ST: Tampa, FL

Website: http://www.ohiobigfootconference.com/

Website: http://aerial-phenomenon.org/conference/tampa-2014/

May 2014

Event: GIPICT 2014 Paranormal Conference

Event: Para History Con 2 – Preserving the Haunt

Date(s): 18

Date(s): 2 to 4

City, ST: Plainville, CT (Location: Zen Bar)

City, ST: Lake George, NY (Location: Ft. William Henry)

Website: http://gipict.tripod.com/

Website: http://www.para-historycon.com/
Event: Creature Weekend 2014
Event: 2014 UFO Symposium

Date(s): 16 to 18

Date(s): 2 to 4

City, ST: Cambridge, OH (Location: Salt Fork State Park)

City, ST: Elmhurst, IL (Location: Clarion Inn Hotel & Waterford

Website: http://creatureweekend.weebly.com/index.htm

Conference Center)
Website: http://starworksusa.com/

Event: Spiritual Gathering Expo
Date(s): 23 to 25

Event: A Haunting at St Albans Sanatorium

City, ST: Louisville, KY (Crowne Plaza Louisville Airport Expo

Date(s): 3

Center)

City, ST: Radford, VA (Location: St Albans Sanatorium)

Website: http://spiritualexpo.org/Spiritual/Welcome.html

www.tntparanormal.com
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June 2014 (continued)
May 2014 (continued)

Event: Investigate with members Syfy’s Ghost Hunters and

Event: Michigan Paranormal Gathering

Haunted Collector

Date(s): 31

Date(s): 21

City, ST: Bath, MI

City, ST:

Website:

Fort Mifflin, PA (Location: Historic Ft. Mifflin)

Website: http://idealeventmanage.com/idealevents.html

https://www.facebook.com/MichiganParanormalgathering
July 2014
June 2014

Event: 45th Annual MUFON Symposium

Event: The Fourth Annual Afterlife Awareness Conference

Date(s): 17 to 20

Date(s): 5 to 8

City, ST: Philadelphia, PA

City, ST: Portland, OR

Website: http://www.mufonsymposium.org/

Website: http://www.afterlifeconference.com/
Event: The Awakening 2014
Event: True Paranormal California Summit 2014

Date(s): 18 to 20

Date(s): 6 to 7

City, ST: Las Vegas, NV

City, ST: Santa Paula, CA

Website: http://www.eventbrite.com/e/4-real-encounters-intl-the-

Website:

awakening-2014-las-vegas-tickets-9290625511?aff=efbeve

http://www.eventbrite.com/event/7219063413/es2?rank=1&sid=87
1a4fa34a6611e384f812313d225df9

Event: The Mid Ohio
Date(s): 18 to 20

Event: Para-Con 2014

City, ST: Middleton, OH (Location: Poasttown School)

Date(s): 14

Website: www.midohio.weebly.com

City, Country: Port Talbot, Neath Port Talbot, United Kingdom
Website:

Event: Investigate with members of Syfy’s Ghost Hunters

https://www.facebook.com/events/291098734368124/?source=1

(Ideal Event Management)
Date(s): 26

Event: 2014 Haunted America Conference

City, ST: Jefferson City, MO (Location: Missouri State

Date(s): 20 and 21

Penitentiary)

City, ST: Decatur, IL (Location: Haunted Lincoln Theater)

Website: http://idealeventmanage.com/idealevents.html

Website: http://www.americanspookshows.com/
Event: Investigate with John Zaffis and the Bama Boys
Event: Paranormal Awards & Convention

(Ideal Event Management)

Date(s): 21

Date(s): 26

City, ST: Manchester, NH (Location: Alpine Club)

City, ST: Manistee, MI (Location: S.S. City of Milwaukee USCFC

Website: http://www.theparanormalawards.com/#

Acacia )
Website: http://idealeventmanage.com/idealevents.html

www.tntparanormal.com
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September 2014
August 2014

Event: Ghostly Encounters Cruise

Event: 8th Annual Paranormal Meet & Greet (FREE EVENT)

Date(s): 6 to 11

Date(s): 9

City, ST: NJ to Bermuda

City, ST: Indianapolis, IN (Location: Hannah House)

Website: http://www.cruise-planners.com/rw/view/3085

Website:
https://www.facebook.com/events/1382599212003655/?ref_dashb

Event: Help raise money for repairs to Ashmore Estates.

oard_filter=upcoming

Date(s): 13
City, ST: Mattoon, IL (Location: Ashmore Estates)

Event: A Haunting at St Albans Sanatorium

Website:

Date(s): 9

https://www.facebook.com/events/727141267309579/?ref=22

City, ST: Radford, VA (Location: St Albans Sanatorium)
Website:

Event: Scarefest Horror and Paranormal Convention

https://www.facebook.com/home.php#!/events/591876794237293/

Date(s): 13 to 15
City, ST: Lexington, KY

Event: Pensacola Para Con (Sci Fi, Anime, Gaming, Gaming

Website: http://scarefestcon.com/

Horror, etc.)
Date(s): 9 and 10

Event: Scare-a-Con Horror and Sci-Fi Fan Convention

City, ST: Pensacola, FL

Date(s): 12 to 14

Website: http://www.pensacolaparacon.com/

City, ST: Verona, NY (Location: Turning Stone Resort and Casino)
Website: http://scareacon.com/

Event: IPRG Ghost Conference
Date(s): 15 to 17

Event: Winnipeg Paracon 2014

City, ST: Boise, ID (Location: Luganbeel US Army Reserve

Date(s): 12 and 13

Center)

City, ST: Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada

Website: http://www.iprgghostconference.com/

Website: http://www.paracon.ca/

Event: Con-Con 12

Event: 4th Annual "Preston Castle ParaCon 2014"

Date(s): 23 and 24

Date(s): 19 to 21

City, ST: Villisca, Iowa (Location: The Villisca Murder House)

City, ST: Ione, CA (Location: Preston Castle)

Website: http://spirits-speak.com/conferences-concon12.html

Website: http://www.prestonparacon.com

Event: The Las Vegas Paracon

Event: 13th Annual Mothman Festival

Date(s): 22 to 24

Date(s): 20 and 21

City, ST: Las Vegas, NV

City, ST: Point Pleasant, WV

Website: http://www.elitevegasparanormalsociety.com

www.tntparanormal.com
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September 2014 (continued)

October 2014 (continued)

Event: Finger Lakes Paracon

Event: 2nd annual Little Traverse Bay (LTB) Parafest

Date(s): 26 to 28

Date(s): 17 to 19

City, ST: Finger Lakes Region of Upstate New York

City, ST: Bayview, MI (Location: The Terrace Inn)

Website: http://www.flparacon.com/

Website: http://littletraversebayparafest.webs.com/

October 2014
Event: Paradigm Symposium

November 2014

Date(s): 2 to 5

Event: 2014 Afterlife Paranormal Conference & Film Festival

City, ST: Minneapolis, MN

Date(s): 21 to 23

Website: http://www.paradigmsymposium.com

City, ST: Chicago, IL
Website: http://afterlifeparanormal.com/

Event: 3rd Annual Illinois Paranormal Conference
Date(s): 4th
City, ST: Rockford, IL

Investigator Spotlight

Website: http://www.hauntedrockford.com

Event: Australian Paranormal and Spiritual Expo

Tracey Tanner

Date(s): 4

Lead Investigator and Case Manager

City, ST: Casula Powerhouse Arts Centre, Australia
Website:

Tracey grew up in a small rural town in NE Kansas in a

https://www.facebook.com/AustralianParanormalAndSpiritualExpo?re

house that had a lot of unexplainable activity. She moved to

f=br_tf

Illinois in March of 2001. She has had many paranormal
experiences from childhood into adulthood and it has

Event: Delta Paranormal Project Conference 2014

encouraged her to continue her interest in what lies beyond.

Date(s): 3 to 5

Tracey is both a believer and a skeptic when it comes to

City, ST: Vicksburg, MS

sightings/claims. She is dedicated to helping people who

Website: www.deltaparanormalproject.com

feel they have paranormal activity by finding explanations
Event: 2014 Paranormal Conference

whether or not the activity is paranormal in nature. For the

Date(s): 9 to 11

last two years Tracey has participated by acting in a

City, ST: Mahnomen, MN (Location: Shooting Star Casino, Hotel

neighborhood "Haunted Garage", as Halloween is her

and Event Center)

favorite holiday. In her spare time she loves to fish, listen to

Website:

music, read (mostly Stephen King), watch Ghost Hunters,

http://www.starcasino.com/home/entertainment/calendar/tabid/76/vw/

and spend time with her two wonderful little girls, her

3/d/20141010/itemid/1175/PARACON.aspx

www.tntparanormal.com

partner, and their dogs, Mattie and Tango.
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